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Provisions governing basic cash benefits provided for in the 
Asylum Seekers Benefits Act held unconstitutional 

 
 
 
Today, the Federal Constitutional Court pronounced its judgment on  
submissions of the Higher Social Court of the state  of North  
Rhine-Westphalia ( Landessozialgericht Nordrhein-Westfalen ) on the  
question whether the cash benefits paid according t o the Asylum Seekers  
Benefits Act ( Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz – AsylbLG ) to secure the  
recipients’ existence are constitutional.  
 
Facts of the Case  
The Asylum Seekers Benefits Act came into effect No vember 1, 1993. It  
established specific rules for the provision of min imum social benefits  
for certain foreign nationals, which set significan tly lower benefits  
and primarily benefits in kind rather than cash, se parate from the  
substantive law applicable to Germans and those leg ally defined to be  
similarly treated. The Asylum Seekers Benefits Act was passed in the  
context of efforts by the then Federal Government b etween 1990 and 1993  
to limit relatively high number of refugees coming to Germany, to step  
up against abuse of the right to asylum, and to kee p the cost of hosting  
and providing general care to refugees low as well as primarily via  
benefits in kind.  
The personal scope of application of the Asylum See kers Benefits Act has  
been expanded over the years. Today, the Act is app licable to people who  
live under widely different circumstances, legally and in fact. Those  
who are eligible under the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act are asylum  
seekers, war refugees and others in possession of a  residence permit,  
those tolerated and those who are subject to an enf orceable order to  
leave as well as their spouses, registered partners  and children below  
age.  
The Asylum Seekers Benefits Act is a separate rule for social benefits,  
apart from the Second and Twelfth Book of the Code of Social Law (SGB II  
and XII). It distinguishes between basic benefits ( § 3 AsylbLG),  
benefits for sickness, pregnancy and birth (§ 4 Asy lbLG) and other  
benefits (§ 6 AsylbLG). Moreover, § 2 AsylbLG provi des that people  
receive “analogous” regular and thus higher benefit s based on the  
Twelfth Book of the Code of Social Law (SGB XII) af ter a period of  
receiving the low benefits for asylum seekers, the length of which the  
legislature repeatedly extended.  
 
The questions posed to the Federal Constitutional C ourt address the  
basic benefits in the form of cash benefits. In § 3  AsylbLG, the  
legislature has provided for benefits in kind to ta ke priority over cash  
benefits that may replace benefits in kind accord t o § 3 sec. 2 AsylbLG.  
The amounts of these cash benefits have been set by  law that remained  
unchanged since the introduction of the Asylum Seek ers Benefits Act in  
1993, although the now Federal Ministry of Labour a nd Social Affairs is  
obliged, by § 3 sec 3 AsylbLG, with the consent of the Bundesrat, to  
revise and eventually raise the amounts annually, t o take effect January  



1, if and to the extent necessitated in light of th e actual cost of  
living to satisfy existential needs.  
 
The questions posed by the lower court arose in the  following court  
proceedings:  
 
1 BvL 10/10  
The plaintiff, born in 1977, arrived in Germany in 2003, applied for  
asylum without success, and has since been tolerate d (§ 60a sec 2  
sentence 1 Aufenthaltsgesetz - Residence Act). He h as since been living  
in a communal shelter and received basic benefits b ased on § 3 AsylbLG,  
most recently an amount of € 224.97. This amount co nsisted of a cash  
amount based on § 3 sec 1 AsylbLG of € 40.90, and o f benefits based on §  
3 sec 2 AsylbLG of € 184.07, € 15.34 of which were set aside for  
electricity in the shelter. The plaintiff sued for higher benefits. The  
Social Court dismissed the claim.  
Thereupon the plaintiff appealed to the Higher Soci al Court  
( Landessozialgericht, LSG ). This Court suspended the proceedings and  
referred the case to the Federal Constitutional Cou rt with the question  
whether § 3 sec 2 sentence 2 No. 1 and § 3 sec 2 se ntence 3 in  
conjunction with sec 1 sentence 4 No. 2 AsylbLG are  compatible with the  
Basic Law ( Grundgesetz, GG ). The Higher Social Court takes the view that  
those provisions violate the fundamental right to g uarantee for a  
dignified minimum existence, based on Article 1 sec  1 GG in conjunction  
with Article 20 sec 1 GG. It argued that the basic benefits given to the  
plaintiff amount to a good 31% less than the benefi ts that are designed  
to ensure the existential minimum under SGB II and SGB XII, and were  
thus - in light of the decision of the Federal Cons titutional Court of 9  
February 2010 (BVerfGE 125, 175) - evidently insuff icient. The special  
situation of asylum seekers could not justify this.  Even if one would  
not consider the benefits as evidently insufficient , the benefits were  
not based on a constitutionally acceptable method t o assess basic needs.  
The question of the constitutionality of these prov isions is decisive  
for the judgment of the Higher Social Court.  
 
1 BvL 2/11  
The plaintiff, born in 2000 and at the time a forei gn national, lives  
with her mother in a privately rented accommodation . In 2007, the  
plaintiff received basic benefits based on § 3 Asyl bLG of € 132.93,  
later of an amount of € 178.95. After her initial c omplaint against the  
amount was rejected, she sued for higher benefits. The Social Court  
dismissed the claim.  
Thereupon, the plaintiff brought an appeal to the H igher Social Court.  
This Court suspended the proceedings and referred t he case to the  
Federal Constitutional Court with the question whet her § 3 sec 2  
sentence 2 No. 2 and No. 3 and § 3 sec 2 sentence 3  in conjunction with  
sec 1 sentence 4 No. 1 AsylbLG are compatible with the Basic Law. The  
Higher Social Court considers these to be unconstit utional, based on the  
reasons given in Case 1 BvL 10/10.  
 
Decision of the Court:  
 
The First Senate of the Federal Constitutional Cour t decided that the  
provisions governing basic cash benefits according to the Asylum Seekers  
Benefits Act are incompatible with the fundamental right to a minimum  
existence, protected as human dignity in Article 1 sec. 1 in conjunction  
with Article 20 sec. 1 of the Basic Law. The benefi ts are evidently  
insufficient because they have not been changed sin ce 1993 despite  
considerable price increases in Germany. Furthermor e, the amounts  
provided have not been comprehensibly calculated, n or is it apparent  
that a realistic, needs-oriented calculation has be en made that serves  



to presently secure the recipients’ existence.  
 
The legislature is obliged to immediately enact new  provisions in the  
area of application of the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act which serve to  
secure a dignified minimum existence. Because of th e importance of basic  
benefits to secure the recipients’ lives, the Feder al Constitutional  
Court has ordered a transitional arrangement that w ill apply until new  
provisions enter into force. Pursuant to this trans itional arrangement,  
from 1 January 2011 onwards, basic benefits in the area of application  
of the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act shall be calcula ted based on the  
generally applicable provisions regarding the Secon d and Twelfth Book of  
the Code of Social Law ( Zweites und Zwölftes Buch des  
Sozialgesetzbuches ). This shall apply retroactively from 2011 onwards  to  
benefits that have been set but are still disputed;  furthermore, it  
shall apply until the legislature has complied with  its obligation to  
enact new provisions.  
 
In essence, the decision is based on the following considerations:  
 
1. Article 1 sec. 1 GG in conjunction with the prin ciple of the social  
welfare state in Article 20 sec. 1 GG establishes a  fundamental right to  
the guarantee a dignified minimum existence. It is the legislature that  
must set the adequate amount of benefits. It may no t be evidently  
insufficient and must be ascertained realistically.  This has already  
been the starting point of the decision of the Firs t Senate of the  
Federal Constitutional Court regarding unemployment  benefits in February  
2010 (Decisions of the Federal Constitutional Court  ( Entscheidungen des  
Bundesverfassungsgerichts  – BVerfGE) 125, 175).  
 
a) Article 1 sec 1 GG establishes the right to the guarantee of a  
dignified minimum existence as a human right. Germa n and foreign  
nationals alike who have their residence in the Fed eral Republic of  
Germany are entitled to it. Adequate benefits have to be ascertained in  
light of the circumstances in Germany, the country in which this  
existential minimum must be guaranteed. The Basic L aw does not permit  
the necessities of a dignified life in Germany to b e assessed at a lower  
level by referring to the existence level in the co untry of origin of  
the person in need or to the existence level in oth er countries. Nor  
does the constitution permit, in defining the detai ls of existential  
benefits, to differentiate across-the board in ligh t of the recipient’s  
residence status; the legislature must always take as its guideline the  
concrete needs to secure a person’s existence.  
 
The fundamental right to a guarantee of a dignified  minimum existence  
encompasses both the physical existence of an indiv idual and the  
possibility to maintain interpersonal relationships  and a minimum of  
participation in social, cultural and political lif e; these are needs to  
be secured comprehensively. Article 1 sec. 1 GG pro vides, as a basic  
guarantee, for a claim to benefits. The principle o f the welfare state  
in Article 20 sec. 1 GG calls upon the legislature to ascertain concrete  
amounts according to the actual current and realist ic needs of people.  
Furthermore, the legislature is also obliged by fur ther standards  
resulting from European Union law and international  law.  
 
b) The benefits to secure a dignified minimum exist ence may not be  
evidently insufficient and, to specify the fundamen tal rights claim, it  
must be possible to calculate the amounts in a tran sparent and adequate  
way, according to the actual and current needs, i.e . realistically.  
These requirements do not refer to the legislative process but to its  
results. The Basic Law leaves room for negotiations  and political  
compromise. It does not prescribe a specific method  to ascertain  



existential needs and to calculate benefits; this w ould restrict the  
legislature’s margin of appreciation. However, if d ifferent methods are  
used for different groups of persons, this must be justifiable by facts.  
Apart from this, benefits to secure a person’s exis tence must be  
continually reviewed and further developed.  
Thus, whether and to what extent the need for exist ential of persons  
with a temporary right of residence in Germany can be set by law as  
different from the need of other persons in need de pends solely on  
whether one can comprehensibly ascertain specific l ower needs exactly  
because of a short period of staying in the country . If specific lower  
needs can indeed be ascertained in the case of shor t-term residence that  
is not intended to become permanent, and if the leg islature wants to  
take this into account in setting the amount of ben efits, the  
legislature must define the relevant group in such a way that it will  
indeed cover, with sufficient probability, only tho se who stay in  
Germany for a short time. A residence status may pr ovide guidance, yet  
the actual life circumstances must always be consid ered. Furthermore, a  
restriction to lower benefits for a short stay is a t any rate no longer  
justified if the actual stay lasts considerably lon ger.  
 
c) The legislature’s discretion assess the minimum existence corresponds  
to a restrained Federal Constitutional Court’s revi ew. Substantive  
review is limited to examine whether benefits are e vidently  
insufficient; beyond this review of evident failure , the Federal  
Constitutional Court examines whether benefits are currently  
justifiable, based on reliable data and plausible m ethods of  
calculation.  
 
2. According to these standards, the provisions sub mitted do not meet  
the requirements of the fundamental right to the gu arantee a dignified  
minimum existence.  
 
a) The cash benefits specified in § 3 AsylbLG are e vidently  
insufficient. Their amount has not been changed sin ce 1993 although the  
price level in Germany has increased by more than 3 0 % since then. At  
the time, the legislature had provided an adaptatio n mechanism in § 3  
sec. 3 AsylbLG according to which the amount of ben efits should have  
been adapted in regular intervals to the current co st of living.  
However, this has never happened. The evident insuf ficiency of the cash  
benefits today is also illustrated by a comparison between benefits paid  
to an adult head of a household according to the la w in question with  
the amount of benefits paid according to general we lfare law of the  
Second and the Twelfth Book of the Code of Social L aw. The amount of the  
latter was redefined only recently for the very rea son of securing a  
minimum existence. It is true that these benefits m ay not be directly  
compared, but even an adjusted calculation results in a difference of  
approximately one-third, and thus an evident defici t in securing a  
dignified existence.  
 
b) In addition, the basic cash benefits are not ass essed realistically  
and cannot be justified. The decision about the amo unt of benefits was  
not based on reliable data when it was introduced, and is not based on  
such data today. At the time, legislation was based  on a mere estimate  
of costs; even today, no comprehensible calculation  has been submitted  
or is anywhere in sight. This does not meet the req uirements of the  
Basic Law on securing a minimum dignified existence .  
 
There are no indications of an assessment of the am ount of cash benefits  
to be inferred from the legislative history. It is neither apparent  
which needs do actually exist in the case of a shor t stay, nor has it  
been ascertained, for instance with regard to minor s entitled to  



benefits in the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act, whethe r there are  
child-specific and age-specific needs. The document s merely specify the  
amounts which, according to the Federal Government’ s bill, were deemed  
sufficient to cover an assumed need. The assumption  on which the Asylum  
Seekers Benefit Act is obviously based, namely that  a short stay  
justifies a lower amount of benefits, does not have  a sufficiently  
reliable basis. It also lacks a plausible explanati on, transparent in  
terms of its content, to demonstrate that typically , persons entitled to  
benefits by the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act do only  stay in Germany for  
a short time. Since 1993, the scope of application of the Act has been  
extended several times. Today, it covers persons wi th widely diverse  
types of residence status, most of who have been st aying in Germany for  
more than six years. However, a short duration or a  short perspective of  
a stay in Germany does also not justify a reduction  of the claim to the  
mere guarantee of a dignified minimum physical exis tence, for the Basic  
Law contains a comprehensive guarantee of benefits that encompass the  
socio-cultural existential minimum as well. In addi tion, a dignified  
existence must be ensured from the beginning of a s tay in the Federal  
Republic of Germany.  
Also, migration-policy considerations of keeping be nefits paid to asylum  
seekers and refugees low to avoid incentives for mi gration, if benefits  
were high compared to international standards, may generally not justify  
any reduction of benefits below the physical and so cio-cultural  
existential minimum. Human dignity may not be relat ivised by  
migration-policy considerations.  
 
3. The transitional arrangement will result, for in stance, in a  
considerably higher than before cash benefit for th e head of a  
household, beyond the supply of benefits in kind wh ich remain a  
priority. To secure a dignified minimum existence f or a month, a cash  
benefit shall amount to 206 €, with an additional a mount for personal  
needs of daily life of 130 €, to be provided instea d of benefits in  
kind.  

 


